
SAT ESSAY TEST

Yes, the SAT Essay is optional. To determine if you should take the test, first find out if any of the colleges or
postsecondary institutions to which you're planning.

How has scoring changed? It is important to note that although these are representative samples of student
ability at each score point, the set itself does not exhaustively illustrate the range of skills in Reading,
Analysis, and Writing associated with each score point. Will colleges have access to my essay? The two
people who score your essay will each award between 1 and 4 points in each of these three categories:
Reading: A successful essay shows that you understood the passage, including the interplay of central ideas
and important details. As you read the passage below, consider how [the author] uses evidence, such as facts
or examples, to support claims. We provide these figures with mixed feelings. On the SAT, arguments have
nothing to do with conflicts, disagreements or fights. No equating or fancy lookup table is involved. From
these, percentiles can also be calculated. The number of excellent colleges not requiring the SAT Essay,
though, is long and getting longer. They all require analysis of complex, subtle subject matter. Update as of
October  How will colleges use the domain scores? Your job is to analyze how they build their argument to
persuade their readers of their point of view. Note that the testmaker gives you a head start here, suggesting
that you include analysis of evidence, reasoning, and stylistic elements. The SAT essay came under a great
deal of criticism for being too loosely structured. We would advise students to use these results only as broad
benchmarks. In general, it is a mistake to retest solely to improve an essay score unless a student is confident
that the SAT Total Score can be maintained or improved. College Board recently released essay results for the
class of , so score distributions are now available. The default instinct is to nudge a score above or below a
perceived cutoff or midpoint rather than to evenly distribute scores. Analysis scores are outliers. While those
colleges will not receive score distribution reports from the College Board, it is not difficult for them to
construct their own statisticsâ€”officially or unofficiallyâ€”based on thousands of applicants. So what does all
of that mean? Even good writers run into the unpredictability involved and the fact that essay readers give so
few high scores. Sending Scores If you take the SAT with Essay, your essay scores will always be reported
along with your other scores from that test day. Only what you write on the lined pages of your answer
booklet will be evaluated. A common question regarding SAT scores is whether the whole mess can be
avoided by skipping the essay. All passages are taken from existing works; none are made up specifically for
the SAT. Take a look at the SAT Essay rubric, or guidelines, scorers use to evaluate every essay. We expect
that things will play out similarly for the SAT and that most students admitted to highly selective colleges will
have domain scores in the 5â€”7 range possibly closer to 4â€”6 for analysis. In addition to practicing exercises
and tests, most students can perform well enough on the SAT Essay after 1â€”2 hours of tutoring. The essay
gives you an opportunity to show how effectively you can read and comprehend a passage and write an essay
analyzing the passage. A third of readers give essays a 1 in Analysis. They are the kinds of passages any high
school student should be able to understand and analyze. Writing just for the sake of taking up space is a bad
idea, and one the readers will recognize and penalize you for. Will they average them? Try to write or print so
that what you are writing is legible to those readers. Focused on a reasoned argument. We know of very few
circumstances where SAT Essay reading is regularly conducted. In your essay, you should demonstrate that
you have read the passage carefully, present a clear and logical analysis, and use language precisely. Readers
were expected to grade holistically and not to focus on individual components of the writing. Now what about
the directions for your essay? Each response has received a separate score for each of the three domains
assessed: Reading, Analysis, and Writing. Scores for the samples provided below were assigned on a scale
according to the redesigned SAT Essay Scoring Rubric.


